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By Craig Richardson
and William Delaney
The overcrowding of Rosse Hull has
caused music professor Paul Posnak and
the Administration to look elsewhere on
campus for prospective supplemental
sites, including the Poolroom in Peirce
Hall.
"Because Rosse Hall is the only facili-
ty that can accommodate large music
ensemble rehearsals (The Chamber Sing-
ers, the Music Theater. KMS. the
Knox County Symphony, the newly
formed jazz ensemble and other large
ensembles), as well as music classes of
over 25 people, it has been frustrating!)'
overcrowded," Posnak said.
The Peirce Poolroom is only one place
being discussed for the move, but Posn-
ak said he "can't disclose any other
possible sites."
He said that a movement of some of
the musical functions out of Rosse Hall
would increase opportunities for accomm-
odating the expected large audiences
Provost Irish
faculty
By Bob Warburton
Provost Jerry Irish asserted on Mond-
ay that "no bias" is built into the Keny-
on faculty review process or exists
"hen the Kenyon administration decides
on retention or reappointment.
"The faculty review process is not unf-
air," said Irish. "There is no bias that
operates on this level."
These concerns were addressed in
light of the issues brought forth by the
omen's faculty group.
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Pro.
'osueny Irish
h, who inherited the present re-Vle- w
policy when he was hired three
years ago, explained the process, adding
at
'he Administration leaves many
considerations in the hands of others.
Teaching is the primary important
ng on the list of criteria," Irish said.
ere are three faculty review stages a
envon professor must go through be- -
e receiving tenure. A teacher is con- -
Sldered for first reappointment after their
second year on the College faculty
Inpi
'ut from the department chair (and
Peirce Pool tables possibly transferred to Gund
for many more KFS films and outside
lecturers. If the pool tables are moved
out of the Poolroom, they w ill likely be
placed in Gund game room. Posnak
added that the music department "will
not displace or disrupt another function
or use of a facility that has use for stu-
dents and faculty."
Kathyrn Adkins, Assistant Dean of
Students, is not entirely convinced with
the merit of the proposal. She offered
four concerns, which in her mind have
not been adequately resolved.
Her first concern is the sound factor:
practicing music groups may disturb stu-
dent residents above and students study-
ing in the lounge below the room. The
music department offered a "sound test;"
two violinists played in the room and
Adkins admitted no sound could be ;
heard in floors above or below. She
stated, however, "I am encouraging that
a more realistic test be given with a
group of singers." She added that the
music department hasn't indicated
exactly what the room will be used for.
defends
review process
other faculty) and letters from five stu-
dents are submitted to the Provost. The
President and Irish then confer, with the
Provost filing a recommendation. The de-
cision is handed down by Nov. 30.
For a second reappointment (after the
third year), the Provost requires 30 stu-
dent letters. Irish said that the depart-
ment chair recruits about 15 of these
people to write, while the other half is
selected by the faculty member up for
consideration.
The last review occurs for appoint-
ment without limit, otherwise known as
tenure. A total of 36 letters must be sol-
icited in this case. "Student letters are
really important because they make up
sec Irish paiie 3
Future College growth
discussed at Council
By Peter Terhune
President Jordan attended Student
Council this week and addressed the
I members present on several issues, most
C r . .
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1 responsibilities as College president.
I He explained that as College presi-
dent, he is the chief executive under the
Board of Trustees, and as such he is in
charge of all aspects of College ac-
tivities, including College growth,
which he is working on with the Trus-
tees.
Jordan stressed that the growth being
planned is in the quality of the College,
rather than in the size. One of the issues
facing the Trustees and the school is the
library, and this has been designated the
year to define the library project.
However, this defining will not cover
all details, but rather be a general scope
Tho ESeinfSpomi izz
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Adkins' second concern is that having
both the pool tables and the game room
facilities on one end of campus may be
less than optimal for students. "1 have
not received much student response on
this issue, and encourage students to
speak with me about it, if they have
l v ;
Senior Tom Eustis lines up shot in Peirce
Two Watson
By Bill Delaney
Two Kenyon seniors have been nomi-
nated for the Watson Fellowship, a na-
tional scholarship which allows students
to study areas of individual interest over-
seas. Missy Siders and John Sharion
have submitted applications to learn
more about two very diverse subjects.
Siders wants to study Japanese
Mingei Yaki folk pottery, which uses
traditional techniques, such as natural
clays and glazes, to make functional pot-
tery for everyday use. Siders said that
Mingei Yaki appealed to her through the
subtle, earthy tones of the glazes and
emphasis on touch as well as sight. A
Mingei Yaki tea cup feels comfortable
in the hand as well as being easy to drink
from, she said, adding that the different
styles of Mingei Yaki reflect the
philosophies of the potter, through sub-tilti- es
in the shape or feel of the piece.
Siders hopes to study under a master
potter in rural Japan, and create her own
Mingei Yaki.
John Sharion is interested in the late
of what is to be done. Consulting ar-
chitects are conferring with the planning
committee to come up with some ideas,
but Jordan stressed that they are all still
in the planning stages.
President Jordan addressed the ques-
tion about a possible Monday com-
mencement, rather then on the usual
Sunday. Because so many people show
up for both Alumni reunions and gradu-
ation, the campus is crowded with
people, he said. To make sure that the
quality of the experience is maintained
for all. it may be necessary to stretch
out the weekend in order to fit every-
thing in.
In Open Forum. Council was in-
formed of the Gund Snack Shop's addi-
tion of ice cream and candies, shakes
sundaes etc., which began on December
5.
Thursday, Dec. 8, 1983
concerns." she stated.
Third, the possibility exists that the
character of Peirce Hall will change, Ad-
kins said. "Traditionally, Peirce has
been an activities building for students-the- re
is a pub, reading and t.v. lounges,
the dining area, and student offices." "I
-,-L
nominees selected this year
German film-mak- er Werner Reiner
Fassbinder. Sharion stressed that a dual
interest in German culture and play writ-
ing led him to the work of Fassbinder,
the leader of German New Wave
cinema. Fassbinder, a dedicated
hedonist, died in 1982 at the age of 37.
The German was influenced by the films
of the 1950's, and produced forty-tw- o
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don't know what this alteration would
do to change the character of Peirce
away from this," she remarked.
Finally, Adkins stated, "If this trans-
formation of the Poolroom occurs, I hope
that that wouldn't mean the number of
music performances would increase as a
result." This might make scheduling
Rosse even more difficult.
Posnak believes that quite the oppo-
site will happen. "There will not be a
proliferation of musical events the
scheduling in Rosse is self-regulato- ry
because of the limited time available."
President Jordan has not announced
a final decision. According to Dean Ad-
kins, "It is still in the information-compilin- g
stage." She added that theoreti-
cally, it is a transition that could be made
fairly quickly, depending if soundproof-
ing was needed for the Poolroom.
films in fifteen years. Sharion's goal is
to study Fassbinder, observe German
culture, and learn the German language.
Approximately 150 people apply each
year for the one year, $10,000 scholar-
ship, out of which 70 are accepted. Both
students enjoy a good chance of accep-
tance, and hail the fellowship as a good
way to pursue personal interests abroad.
Observers to monitor
"Work Project Weeks"
By Jennifer Russell
IFC members, at their meeting last Monday, accepted the proposal for
the selection process of observers of Work Project Week, commonly known
as Hell Week.
Discussion of the proposal began with IFC president Jim Peters stating
that if the council objected to the proposal as read, they could revise it,
amend it. or turn the matter back over to the deans.
Eric Hauser objected to the proposal because "Hell Weeks are supposed
to be private things. I don't think there is a fraternity here who wants an
observer." He feels that the idea of having an observer demonstrates the
Administration's lack of trust in the fraternities. Hauser stated that, in his
opinion, "there is nothing to stop every group from getting together with
the observer and making a deal."
Peters supported the Adminsitration, saying that he did not feel they were
asking too much. "Finding some sort of solution to police ourselves is a
good idea." he said.
Most members of the council were pleased that they were given the option
of solving the problem themselves. They did not think that a pledge week
itinerary was sufficient as all planned activities were not always reported.
The observer could better protect the Administration from liability in the
event that hazing charges were brought against a fraternity.
Line-up- s are not included in the proposal because the council does not
feel that they are as potentially hazardous as Hell Week.
In other business, acting on suggestions from the community, IFC dis-
cussed the problem of litter in the South Quad. According to Archon president
Chris Thorman, "The Archons have discussed taking over full or partial
responsibility for the clean-up.- "
Peters suggested getting the rest of the South End involved, and the
possibility of forming a similar clean-u- p at the North End was brought up.
Peters announced that letters of intent for the position of IFC president
are due the Sunday after vacation.
The next IFC meeting will be Monday, Dec. 12 at 5:45 p.m.
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sparks debate
Poolroom project Yqq want urr
Space shortage
Peirce
needs student input
The Provost and Deans Edwards and Adkins are currently debating the
issue of the Peirce Hall Poolroom. The moving of the pool tables in Peirce
to the Gund Game Room is a possibility, though the issue is "still up in the
air," according to President Philip Jordan. These plans are the first step in
a series of long-rang- e items being considered for solving the problem of
lack of space on campus for student groups, organizations, and various
academic departments. This issue, however, presents many important and
interesting problems of which students and members of the community
should be made aware.
First, problems as to who would have the first right to this new space
would arise. The music department has expressed great interest in the room.
With space limitations in Rosse Hall and tight scheduling problems, the
belief is that Rosse could be free more often for other groups that wish to
occupy it. However, this is slightly hard to believe. An increase in rehearsal
'space may lead to an increase in the number of performances which could
lead to even more scheduling problems in Rosse, particularly on weekends
when many groups would like to use that facility. Though the music depart-
ment hasn't formally announced exactly what the room would be used for,
if they just want a place where student music groups could rehearse, why
can't they practice more often in Lower Dempsey Hall? Groups have used
it before, but not to any great extent. The same goes for the Black Student
Union. Presently the Chasers practice in it about five nights a week. Why
couldn't more rehearsals be scheduled in there? It is rarely used by the actual
members of the Black Student Union. Perhaps the music and drama depart-
ments could interact move efficiently and space could be made available for
music rehearsals in the Hill and Bolton Theaters.
Is the music department the only group which will have access to the
possible open space? There are many other organizations which are clamoring
for space on a campus which has a definite shortage of it. Priorities in this
matter need to be established.
There is a more important question here, though. Why should the Poolroom
in Peirce be eliminated in the first place? The Poolroom is a decades-ol- d
tradition and at a tradition-oriente- d school like Kenyon, it seems as though
before undertaking such an action, the Administration should take into ac-
count those who carry on that tradition: the student pool players who enjoy
pre- - and post-dinn- er billiard games in the traditional Peirce Hall setting.
Let's face it, playing pool in sterile Gund Commons just doesn't quite cut
it, not to mention the fact that many, if not most, of the campus pool players
are residents of the south end or else spend a lot of time there. There is also
a very real interest in the Poolroom. A new pool club, the Bacchai Society,
recently formed and has taken over some of the responsibilities of the Pool-
room, not to mention increasing an interest in it.
On a more general level, Peirce Hall is the only recreational area, besides
the Ernst Center, on the south end. It is the south end equivalent to Gund
Commons. It is a student union of sorts, with a pub, study and t.v. lounges,
student residences and publications offices. To take away one of the only
recreation areas on the south end and possibly replace it with an academic
department is unfair to students' relaxation and social life.
Besides these problems, another issue to be investigated is the sound
factor, no matter what organization should inhabit the Poolroom, assuming
see Existence bottom right of page
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"Natural Funk" brings jazz to Kenyon
By John Neilson
Next Thursday's Music Hours will
have a different flavor than the usual
repertoire of classical pieces. Natural
Funk, a newly formed eight-piec- e jazz
band, intends to put on a show. They
will play compositions ranging from the
cool rhythms of Dave Brubeck to the
hot-temerp-
ed soul of George Benson
and Stevie Wonder. "The idea," said
vocalist Jon Tazewell, "is to show there
are talented musicians on campus who
are ready to play jazz.
The group was originally formed
through the impetus of Jo Child, who
wanted to play music of a refined qual-
ity in a band that was willing to work
hard to achieve it. He gathered together
the likes of Kyle Primous and Jon
Tazewell who are vocalists of the
Kokosingers. Jon Keller on bass. War-
ren Teitz on guitar. Jon Williams on
drums, J.T. Stockdale on piano, and
Peter Jabin on the saxophone. "I
looked for the most talented of this type
of musician in the school." Child said.
After playing together only a few
times the band knew it had something
hot. But there has been a problem, a
problem that has grown more acute as
the band has grown more tight. That
problem is technical direction and tech-
nical proficiency. The band has been
getting professional guidance from Julie
Soloway, but that direction has been
structurally informal and not regular
enough.
New OCS director hired
The search for a new director of Off-Camp- us
Study has ended, with Jane Ann
Wemhoerner having been selected to re-
place Sharon Dwyer. Wemhoener is cur-
rently working as the Assistant Director
of The Ohio Humanities Council, head-
quartered in Columbus.
Wemhoerner received her Bachelor of
Arts and Master of Arts degrees at St.
Louis University and is a doctoral can-
didate in the English Department at Ohio
State University. She is also a serious
pianist and speaks French and Japanese.
While at St. Louis University and
Ohio State, Wemhoener taught writing
and literature courses, and received the
Distinguished Teacher Award in the De-
partment of English at O.S.U. She also
worked as the Conference Coordinator
for the College of Humanities, and held
a similar administrative position with the
Center for Medieval and Renaissance
Studies at Ohio State.
Wemhoener will take office on Janu-
ary 1, 1984. In the interim. Janet Rut-ko- ff
will serve as Off-Camp- us Study
"The frustration here at Kenyon." said
guitarist Warren Teitz. "is that there
has been little outlet for developing im-provisatio- nal
skills." Apparently there
has been a difficulty for jazz musicians
to find formal training here for years.
Only recently has the music department
begun to endorse or even recognize
this type of program.
The band, when looking toward next
semester as the possible initiation of a
structured course, decided to show the
music department the seriousness of
their intent. "The purpose of this con-
cert," said J.T. Stockdale. "is to show
the school that we are here, thai we are
talented, and that we are willing to work.
We want to show the music department
tht a course will be well used." That a
course will be well used, at least by
these eight musicians, is certain. When
asked who they looked to teach it. they
all responsded, "Julie Soloway."
Soloway, who is here this year teach-
ing private lessons, comes from a
thorough musical background. Graduat-
ing with honors and a master's degree
; '1 t .
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in music from The New England Co-
nservatory, she plays a number of instur-ment- s
most particularly the organ.
After her graduation, she decided to ba-
lance her classical background with more
contemporary music. So she studied jazz
w ith a number of jazz greats in Boston
Asked w hat she felt about the formation
of the jazz band, she responsded "Iwam
to insure a legitimate feeling for the
other half of music. I think it is important
for a musician to have a full awareness
of possibilities of his craft. I am less
concerned with establishing a course for
these guys than I am concerned with
seeing them play together, seeing them
aspire to the highest level of perfo-
rmance."
"Even if the plan fails and the music
department does not create a course in
improvisation, we will still have given
a fine show." said Jo Child musing over
the concert. Knowing his talent, and the
talent of the other musicians in Natural
Funk. I am certain that he is right.
The show will be given Thursday. D-
ecember 15. durins Common Hour.
"Natural Funk" members, from left to right. Jon Tazewell. Jo Child. Kyle Primous.
Warren Tciu. J. T. Stockdale. Jon Williams, and in front. Julie Soloway.
Existence of poolroom at stake?from editorial box
it is moved. There is a student lounge downstairs and there are student
residents upstairs. Any inordinate amount of noise could be disturbing to
either group. Any activity which could possibly take place in that room
should be thoroughly investigated. For its sound test, the music department
tested the level of sound emitted by two violins, hardly reaching the capacity
that music rehearsals could possibly make should they include human voices,
pianos, electric guitars, amplifiers, synthesizers, drums and the like. Also,
the hours at which activities would take place in the room should be inves-
tigated. Any time or activity which could interfere with students' study or
sleep habits should not be considered.
Finally, student input on this matter is urgent. The Poolroom is a student
facility, as is Peirce Hall. Any change in their use directly affects students
and anyone concerned in this matter should consult with, or write letters to,
the Provost, President, or any of the deans. This is a genuine student concern
and everyone should be made aware of the consequences.
By Ken Karan
Editors Note: Leonard Felder, Kenyon
Class of 1975. is the co-auth- or of a re-K- nt
best-sell- er Making Peace With
yoll Parents. He majored in drama and
psychology with honors and received his
PhD. in psychology from the Univer-iii- v
for Humanistic Studies in San
pi'eso. He has also published in Suc-
k's, Forbes. Mothers Today. The Jour-n- a
of Marketing Research, and Pub-Hihe- rs
Weekly among others. In addi-jo- n.
Felder has composed a short script
for the Public Broadcasting Service
(PBS) and three screenplays.
"There were hun- -
-
--
-
dreds of books on
bow to be more
humanistic and
warm and honest as ;
a manager. And
ihey were all written :
by technical busin-
ess school profess-
ors in very technic-
al language and
then three years ago
someone wrote a
book called the One
Minute Manager
about how to give a
one minute prais- -
ins, a one minute
goal setter, a one
minute reprimand,
all in a humanistic
wav. All those other
books sold 5,000 copies on
an average. This book sold 700.000
copies because it talked a language that
ill managers can understand." These
words and the following are the views
of Leonard Felder on what makes a succ-
essful writer.
Kenyon and the Writer
One of the first questions a prospecti-
ve Kenyon writer asks is, "Will four
years on the Hill be the best way to start
selling published?" The answer is a def-
inite yes. Felder substantiates this by
saying, "at Kenyon every department
teaches you how to write. At most
schools, only the English department
does that ... . Especially my political
science courses taught me how to ex-
press my ideas clearly which helped me
in the long run." It is well-know- n among
literary circles that one form of writing
complements another.
Felder claims that playwrighting
taught him how to do screen plays. He
claims that he was not totally engrossed
in theater yet he learned a great deal
anout it. This gave him the chance to
be exposed to other things. "I remember
stressing the six key elements of drama
as outlined by Aristotle. Plot, diction,
melody, spectacle, character, and
'"ought. I still think in those terms when
I write. For instance, in a popular
psychology book that deals with parents,
''hink in terms of the plot: before, the
treatment, then after. The spectacle:
hen do you really get the reader to feel
sensation? What is the overlying theme?
AH these are tools of the playwright."
However, the main impetus lies not in
he college, but the individual. Felder
sa)s, "How you apply it determines
whether your Kenyon degree is going
10 he an asset or a liability."
"Breaking In"
But how does one break into the writ-er- s'
market? A lot of it is a mixture of
1
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Kenyon grad discusses life as a writer
Is
talent and luck. Felder had one of his
plays about Sirhan (the person who as-sinat- ed
Robert Kennedy) produced at
Kenyon while he was a student here.
After graduation. his classmate's
father was producing a show for PBS.
The producer then got to know of Fel-der- 's
writing ability and assigned him a
section of the series to write. "I was
paid hardly anthing." he recalls, "but it
was an opening."
After graduating from Kenyon with a
double honors major in psychology and
drama, he changed course and got a
MBA from the University of Pittsburg
.
v
A'
business." he says. The writer has to
find out what he has to say that will
make the readers' (and the editors') lite
a little better and a little easier. These
also apply somewhat to academic and
popular books as well . One example was
cited at the beginning of this article.
These are by no means hard and last
rules but they give some perspective to
the beginning, writer.
Behind the Typewriter
Life as a writer is not as easy as it
may seem. Felder recounts a very frus-
trating time in his life. "While I was
living in Los Angeles I wrote
three screenplays
and two almost
made it. One the
producer embezzled
all the investors'
t money so the pro-- I
ject died. Columbia
Pictures had an in-
terest in another
film but when one
of the actresses
backed out to do
Cannery Row. the
Leonard Felder. Kenyon '75 and co-auth- or of Making Peace With Your Parents
in 1976. This landed him a job at Double-da- y,
a book publisher based in Garden
City, N.Y. "As the head of marketing
research there I began to know how a
book gets published based on how au-
thors understand publicity and market-
ing."
There was another motive for this, "I
felt when I graduated Kenyon that I did
not have enough experiences to become
a writer. I had to work through some of
the conflicts that were in my life and I
had not found enough of the conflicts
that other people share in order to under-
stand how to write. I do not think you
have to drive an ambulance in the
Spanish Civil War in order to be an au-
thor. Writers are basically anecdote col-
lectors. They go around remembering
interesting stories and characters. Most
of the cases in my book are a composite
of a real client and then several people
that I know that embellish the story ....
That is the way drama characters are
written too. So a writer is constantly
keeping his eyes open." said Felder. He
feels this is a vital component to the
writers craft. This is done by "talking
to people on more than a superficial
level. And to look at yourself and the
issues in your life on a deeper level than
normal. Look at what goes on behind
personalities in the news to find out the
human drama .... If you can find out
how people make decisions and some
of their tragic flaws, that will make in-
teresting writing. There are a thousand
different stories that could be written
based just on what we find out each
day," says Felder. But once a beginning
writer has these ideas, there are the
mechanics of getting started. Rejections
come often even to veterans. But Felder
claims with his experience he gets
twelve articles per year published. This
is where he claims his MBA degree
conies in. "Magazines are in the service
script fell through."
Nevertheless,
with hard work, the
profession can be
,
( 2 very rewarding.
Writing starts with
ideas. "If you are
writing something
that really comes from the
heart, then you get exposed to things
that will go into that work every day.
With Making Peace With Your Parents.
everytime I had an issue with my parents
or my girlfriend had an issue with her
parents or everytime a client had an issue
with their parents, everytime you would
watch a very dramatic movie. Then you
ask, 'How can I use this with the project
or book I am working on?'"
These ideas are important, but only
if they are shaped around an audience.
"I have to know who I am talking to. I
have to know who the reader is in order
to be able to write. I am sure there are
other forms of writing that are less ser-
vice oriented. If you are writing a novel
and you do not know who the reader is,
but you know who the characters are;
you live with them each day when you
are at the typewriter. When I was writing
a play it was like that. I became each
one of the characters. And I lived with
them while I was writing it. Basically,
when I am writing a book, I'm talking
to the reader in the clearest way I can
find, so they will benefit from what I
have to say."
A big question among nonfiction writ-
ers is "whom do I address my audience
to: everyone, or to an intelligent few?"
Scholarly writing. Felder claims, usu-
ally appeals to a narrow school of
thought with citations of prominent thin-
kers. "In popular writing, if you cite a
scholarly person to make a point of view
it will not do a thing. You have to cite
a very intense emotional example that
appeals to the heart of the person."
Difficult? Definitely. However an in-
telligent person with a broad based edu-
cation, a knowledge of human needs and
desires, and a businessman's tact for
getting published can turn writing into
a successful career.
NEXT WEEK ! A SEARCH FcR YSW(.
This is just to say...r
I realize that most of you were positively crushed that this column didn't
appear last week, and I heartily appoligize. Rest assured, despite some
unfavourable reviews, my kind-hearte- d editors have faith in me. and the
Genial One has not been canned. Yet. In any event . . .
Like most of vou. I had a long, restful vacation. Which means l sat around
all day in my bathrobe and watched soap operas. But I found after a while
that I just couldn't relate. There were no soaps designed for the typical (or
atypical) Kenyon student. With that in mind. I took it upon myself to create
some soaps tailor-mad- e for the Kenyon student. For example:
GENERAL HEALTH SERVICE: Last week, beleaguered Joe Student had
been waiting seven hours to see a doctor, or a nurse, or a janitor even.
What's that he's coughing up? Blood? Lung tissue? Will Johnny Party get
on the Dean's List and sleaze out of his Mid-Term- ? Is he that good an actor?
And will Tommy Lude get the painkillers he needs to get through the day?
Tune in next time . . .
RYAN'S HOPELESSNESS: This week. Ryan. Kenyon senior, faces the
ultimate tragedy comps. Will he be able to surmount the difficulties placed
in his way his debilitating dependency on pizza, his frolicksome. insatiable
junior girlfriend, the fact that he's majoring in Procrastination? And how
do you write comps for Procrastination? Do you get points off if it's on time?
ANOTHER WHIRL: This week. Candy Craftworks seduces Michael Mis-ogynou- s.
Sam Sophomore juggles two freshman women at once. Peter
Sobheart breaks off his engagement with Purity Sublime. And what do Joe
and Dan and Kathy and Cissy and Petunia and Opie all have in common?
Can Lois Louise Bean find true love with Johnny Blade, the King of the
LA Scene?
GUIDANCE PLIGHT: How did Butch the anthropology major get an
advisor from the English Department? Will he be able to switch advisors
in time? And w hat is the terrible secret that his intended advisor can't bear
to tell Butch? Tune in next week . . .
THE YOUNG AND THE LISTLESS: The dreaded Sophomore Slump hits
the Class of '86. This week. Georgette contemplates her navel. Phillip
counts the tiles on the bathroom floor. Guiseppe continues to add to his dust
collection. The rest of the class sleeps. The drama unfolds.
And. of course, there are the specialty soaps. Like, for history buffs, there
could be . . .
ONE LIFE TO GIVE: The continuing saga of Patrick Henry.
And the political science majors, and all those concerned with the future of
this planet . . .
AS THE WORLD BURNS: Life in Post-Nucle- ar Holocaust America. Vic-
toria tries to convince what's left of America that Burn Blister Beauty Spots
are the In Thing. Patrick turns to rubble sculpture. And will Claude and
Margarite find Love Among the Ruins?
CONSTRUCTIVE COMMENT OF THE WEEK: Just to prove to all
you doubters that we really do love Kenyon, a new feature has been added
to this here column: The, ah, constructive comment of the week. Like it
says up there. This week's C.C.: It's nice to know that the fraternity system
doesn't have to handle all of the social entertainment for this college. This
weekend proved it. Thanks to all involved for providing Rocky Horror.
Tes.s. Diva, the student Poetry Reading, and the parties that were held in
the KC.
SPECIAL THANKS TO: Bob Breck for suggesting this week's column and
Ellen Leerburger for her technical input.
NEXT WEEK: Graffiti At Kenyon The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly.
Irish discusses tenure procedure
from page I
half the dossier. I like students to realize
that it's a real responsibility they have."
Each appointment decision requires
evaluations from other faculty members
in or out of the department in question.
History professor Peter Rutkoff has
started a move to create a new Faculty.
Tenure and Promotion Committee. Ac-
cording to Irish, this change would mean
that all materials concerning a review
would go to a committee of faculty
members, with the Provost a member
of the panel. "I would probably chair
this committee." he said, "but if not,
I'd be on it. Together we would all make
the recommendations." Instead of the
Provost alone conferring with the Pres-
ident, the Committee as a whole would
prepare the advice.
Irish later addressed the question of
improper bias against women faculty.
He cited statistics he prepared for Pres-
ident Philip Jordan, noting that a total
of 58 reviews that were conducted (37
male faculty members and 21 women).
927c of male reappointments were ap-
proved and 907c of the women candi-
dates. The Provost claimed that the close
proximity of these figures "clearly does
not exhibit discrimination."
Two women professors, Linda Smolak
and Linda Metzler, are the only faculty
being considered for tenure this year.
Irish said that Kenyon needs more
women on the faculty and the Provost
guidelines to departments on hiring are
set up to help accomplish this end.
"We want Kenyon to be truly more
co-education- al," Irish said. "Simply, we
need more female role models for the
students. And women are doing some
of the truly first-rat- e work these days.
We try in our hiring guidelines to make
department chairs consider more women
and minority candidates. The hiring pro-
cess starts in each department. I come
in very late in the process."
Pamela Jensen was one of the women
faculty who addressed concerns to the
Administration, and spoke to the Colle-
gian on this subject two weeks ago. She
was not available for comment.
Blow-U- p
Directed by Michelangelo Antonioni. Starring David Hemmings. Vanessa
Redgrave. Released in 1966. 110 minutes. Co-sponsor- ed by the history
department. The film will be shown on Wednesday December 14 at 10:00
p.m. at Rosse.
In Blow-U- p, Antonioni mixes two elements unseen in his previous films:
the glamour of the fashion world, and the drama of the murder mystery.
A young fashion photographer, Thomas (Hemmings), is aware that there
is something lacking in his work, so he takes to the streets. In a park, he
observes a lovers' tryst and photographs it. finding in the scene the realism
he wants. When he blows up the pictures however, he finds he has unknow-
ingly recorded a murder.
Every element in this film every sign, every sound is important. Sym-
bolism runs rampant. Sex and violence are made spell-bindin- g and perversely
hypnotic. Reality is reworked, and the effect is something the audience
must decide for itself. Toddie Soulc
Grapes of Wrath
Directed by John Ford. Screenplay by Nunnally Johnson. Photography by
Gregg Tolland. Starring Henry Fonda, Jane Darwell. Russell Simpson. Char-
ley Grapewin, Dorris Bowdon. John Carradine, John Qualan. Released in
1940. 128 minutes.
Grapes of Wrath is like a cinematic dust bowl ballad that Woody Guthrie
might sing. It lauds the strength, determination, and basic goodness of the
downtrodden worker who is confronted by natural catastrophies. economic
crisis, and plain old human greed and evil. John Ford's adaptation of the
John Steinbeck novel has deleted much of the racier episodes and has toned
down the novel's politically radical views. Nonetheless, in 1940 this was
hot stuff.
Forty-thre- e years later, most people find moments like Ma's "We're the
People" speech too sappy for their modern tastes. If these flaws of naivete
are overlooked, the movie still stands up brilliantly. Tolland's photography
is excellent as it evokes images of Walker Evans' dust bowl pictures and
the film's high contrast scenes provide an epic atmosphere. Johnson's
screenplay is tight and the dialogue is filled with lines that seem to crystalize
each significant moment in the film, from Ma's greeting to Tom, "Did they
make you mean?" to Tom's farewell to Ma. "Where-eve- r there's a man fight-
ing for his rights, I'll be there." The acting is good; Tom Joad is vintage Fonda,
Jane Darwell's Ma is touching and Carradine's Preacher Casey is nicely
offbeat.
The plot to Grapes of Wrath is familiar. An evicted Okie family journeys
by truck to California to find gameful employment during the Depression.
Exploitation is rampant as thousands of families are forced to accept starvation
wages. With Preacher Casey's spiritual guidance, Tom fights his battle
against injustice. Ma is left to lead and maintain the family. Jeff Webster
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Kids adopt Kenyon students
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Little brothers and sisters talk to Santa
By Jennifer Russell
The Big Brothers program came to
the Knox County area ten years ago.
with Dean Thomas Edwards on one of
the early Board of Directors. The prog-
ram at Kenyon was formed a couple of
years later.
The Big Brothers program began in
1903 in Cincinnati, becoming an official
organization the following year. Years
later, a Big Sisters program w as founded
in New York City. In 1977, the Big
Brothers of America merged with Big
Sisters International to form Big
BrothersBig Sisters of America.
The main criteria for a potential little
brother or sister are that heshe be from
a single (or no) parent family, and that
heshe want to become involved in the
program. In addition, it must be the par-
ent or guardian who makes the initial con-
tact with the organization the relation-
ship has a greater chance for success
when the parent is supportive. Many
times the child has been referred to the
agency by a school or another service
organization, but they cannot act upon
the referral. The big brothersister must
be at least eighteen years old and able
to provide "a normal adult role model
for a child."
According to Carol Garner, director
of the Knox County Big Brother Big Sis-
ter for the past five years. "Children
from single-pare- nt families have a
higher risk of becoming juvenile delin-
quents" because of the absence (usually
male) of a role model. In addition, these
children many times feel resentment
against the custodial parent who is
forced to be both father and mother at
home while holding down a full-tim- e
job to feed the family. Big BrotherSis-
ters can alleviate some of the pressure
on the parent by sharing common in-
terests and giving guidance to the child.
The program at Kenyon. headed by
student coordinators Debbie Winkle and
Sarah Leddy. has been very successful
with more and more students becoming
involved.
Garner feels that "Kenyon students
have a lot to offer" to the children be-
cause of the many resources available
on the campus. For example, the Ernst
facilities are open to little brotherssis-
ters, and the food service allows them
to eat free in the dining halls.
Another advantage of the program at
Kenvon is the exposure to a college at-
mosphere that the kids are given. Many
little brothers sisters for the first time
realize that college is not something
see Big p.av ft
Correction
Concert Pianist Elizabeth Lesesne.
w ho performed at Kens on last Thursday
night, has studied under the direction of
Mischa Kottlcr for ten ears. not three.
The Features Editors apologize for this
error.
City of Women
Directed by Federico Fellini. Starring
Marcello Mastroianni. Ettore Manni.
and Anna Prucnal. Released in 1979.
1 38 minutes.
Filmed in the form of an extended
dream, this films peeks into the lifelong
search of a libertine for an ideal woman.
The trouble is that Snaporaz (Mas-Toiann- i)
has a searing qualm about his
ideal woman, for he cannot determine
if she is a reward or a punishment.
Snaporaz has a hard time with
women. He is married, yet tempted by
a woman who inspires desire; he is led
to a hotel in a forest which is hosting a
convention of ardent feminists of all
types imaginable. After almost being
raped by one of the more comely ones.
Snaporaz encounters a group of gaudy
and boisterous teenagers, then an elderly
sartyr w ho makes claims of conquering
10.000 females.
A comic but not licentious film. City
of Women entertains by showing
women with such a range, from gross
to grandiose, that it is a touching guise
of one director's view of the complexity
of the female gender. Jim irock
Victory
Directed by John Huston. Starring Syl-
vester Stallone. Michael Caine. Pele.
and Max Von Sydow. Released in 1982.
I 17 minutes.
An adventure drama. Victory, un-
leashes the suspenseful story of a ragtag
Allied prisoner of war soccer team that
is tricked into playing the WWII Nazi
National Soccer Team, in Paris for Nazi
propaganda purposes.
Through a series of complicated
events, the Allied team turns the prop-
aganda device against the Germans.
Soccer fans should also be thrilled by
the exciting soccer game.
Happenings
Tonight
Waltz Lessons
For all those w ho would like to learn how to waltz, lessons w ill be given
tonight from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. in Philomathesian Hall. All are welcome to
come practice for tomorrow night's Christmas Waltz.
Kenyon Symposium
Friday- -
Christmas Waltz
The fifth annual tum-of-the-cent- ury Christmas Waltz will be held this
Friday evening form 9:00 to 12:00 p.m. in Peirce Hall. Refreshments will
be served with or without alcohol (I D. required for alcholic beverages),
and there will be a live orchestra. Dress will be formal or semi-forma- l.
Ticket prices are S2.50 for students and S3. 50 for others and w ill be available
at the door Friday. This event is sponsored by the Music Club.
Chasers' Concert
On Friday. December 9. at 7: 15 p.m. the Chasers w ill be singing Christmas
songs in their Christmas Concert. Refreshments and an informal carol-sin- g
will follow. This concert will be in Peirce Lounse.
Sunday
Advent Services
On Sunday. December I 1 . at 7:30 p.m., at the Church of the Holy Spirit
the traditional Advent service of lessons and carols w ill be held. This service
is sponsored by the Kenyon Department of Music and by Harcourt Parish.
The services are open to the public.
Monday
On Monday. December 12. James P. Scanlon. Professor of Philosophy at
Ohio State University w ill be presenting a lecture entitled "Philosophy in the
Soviet Union Today." Prof. Scanlon will be speaking at 8:00 p.m.
in the Bioloizv Auditorium. All interested are ureed to attend.
Miscellaneous- -
Candy Cane Sale
Send a candy cane to a friend! The freshman class is sponsoring candy
cane deliveries for 25c each. Order your candy canes in Gund or Peirce
through Tuesday. December 13. and write an accompanying personal me-
ssage. Candy canes will be delivered on December 16.
Deluge
This past Sunday. December 4. at 7:00 p.m., the Collegian office was
declared a National Disaster Area due to flooding. All staff who have not
et taken their sw im tests please do so before Monday evening. Editors are
required to wear bathing suits to the office from now until the completion
of next issue. Please excuse the wrinkled issues this week. Have a Smurfy
dav.
SKETCH IftD
out that it could be detrimental to ap-
proach these dual meets with the sole
intention of going fast, "Trying most to
swim fast could be at the expense of
other facets of your swimming, the fun-
damentals, having a sense of where you
are and what you're doing."
Kenyon met Bowling Green on Fri-
day, December 2, a rematch of last year
w hen the Lords played host to BG and
blew them out of the pool. This year
Kenyon was the guest and came away
with a convincing 67-4- 6 victory. Ac-
cording to Steen, "It was a very good
meet for both teams. They were up for
us and they swam very well. BG is one
of the most improved teams around."
Steen considers Bowling-Gree- n. a Divi-
sion I school, to be among the top three
teams in the Mid-Americ- an Conference.
Kenyon dominated the victory stand,
winning eight of the nine individual
races while splitting the relays. BG cap-
turing the 400 Medley Relay and the
Lords taking the 400 Free Relay. In di-
ving BG swept the three meter and
placed first and third in the one meter
diving. OAC champion Todd Bridges,
a sophomore, led Kenyon with a fourth
and second. The Lords swept the 200
back and took 1- -2 in four other events,
the 200 free. 200 breast, 500 free, and
1000 free.
The day after the Bow ling-Gree- n con-
test Kenyon participated in the Mike
Pepe Invitational at Ohio State. Al-
though it is a relatively "low key, un-
emotional" affair there was a good deal
of talent at the pool. Along with Kenyon
and OSU, Division I's Miami (Ohio),
Toledo and Marshall. Division II power
Wriaht State and OAC rival Denison
WML-- )
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Steen has swimmers right
By Kevin Reynolds
The quest for 315 is nearly two
months old and all is well on the Kenyon
front. After four meets, including two
dual meets against Division I schools,
the Lords of 1983-8- 4 have given every
indication that they can continue a tradi-
tion that's now spanning four decades.
They may ever, become the best yet.
"The season is going very well," said
Jim Steen. coach of the men's and
women's swimming teams. "The entire
team has really impressed me. especially
in working out in the weightroom."
Along with the grueling two and a half
hour afternoon workout that's held six
times a week (regardless of meets). Ken-
yon swimmers have morning practice
three times a week. They consist of
working out on the weights, each swim-
mer doing the routine designed for him.
These morning workouts are very
strenuous and very beneficial but, most
of all, they are "very' morning." as early
as 6:30 a.m. Just two years ago they
were hardly heard of and last year they
were, for the most part, voluntary. This
year they are required and it will be in-
teresting to see their effect, come cham-
pionship time.
Of course, it all does come dow n to
championship time, the OACs in late
February and the NCAAs in mid-Marc- h.
Steen noted that this season's
times are, on the whole, "way ahead of
last year's at the end of the dual meet
season," but he cautiously added. "That
doesn't mean a whole lot yet. It doesn't
necessarily hold that if you go fast in-seas- on
you will go fast at the end. Usu-
ally, but not always." Steen also pointed
- ,
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Robin Muller lines up for Kenyan free throw
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SWANSON CLEANERS &
LAUNDROMAT
YOU ARE SPECIAL AND SO ARE WE
MT. VERNON SHOPPING PLAZA
"Kenyon is not near Uganda"
T-Shi- rts
Available in Navy and Purple
All Sizes - $6.50
And
Kenyon Frisbees
White with Purple Lettering - $2.00
Great Christmas Gifts
Call Emily PBX - 2225
on pace
attended. Steen feels that while the "low
key" atmosphere may take the zest away
from some swimmers it helps others.
While Steen is remarkably pleased
with all of his squad thus far. he did cite
the performances of a few at the past
two meets. One was Jim Born, an ex-
tremely talented sophomore who was re-
latively unknow n last year until nation-nal- s
where he earned All-Ameri- ca in all
six events. Of Born. Steen said. "He's
just tough. A talented swimmer who
likes to swim and likes to win." Probably
if you do something enough you learn
to like it and Born is winning a lot. At
the Pepe Invitational Born captured the
50 free with an impressive time of 21 .6
made even more impressive because he
had to overcome a Hawed flip turn.
see Swimmers page (
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Lords still winless through
By Nick Ksenich
Although Kenyon's men's basketball
team has yet to break into the win col-
umn, first year coach Bill Brown ac-
knowledges that the men's killer
schedule has played a role. "We've
played about as strong a schedule as you
can." he said. Add to that playing their
first seven games on the road, and you
can see how harsh the early season slate
has been for the Lords.
Last weekend, after a poor offensive
showing against Allegheny on Wednes-
day (a 59-3- 2 setback), the Lords played
with intensity at the Case Western Re-
serve Tournament. On Friday, Kenyon
4 - (
Action during Wednesday night's same v. ith
played Depauw. a participant in last
year's NCAA Tourney. Depauw eventu-
ally won the contest by 14. 69-5- 5. but
as Brown says. "The score was deceiv-
ing. It was an eight point deficit at the
half." Brown knew his team just
couldn't lay back in the second stanza.
"We had to challenge them." he
explained, but Depauw was able to
maintain their composure and they held
on for the w in. Saturday night. Kenyon
lost to Washington University of St.
Louis by a 62-5- 2 count.
Leading the Lords throughout the
tournament weekend was junior guard
Chris Russell, who with 40 points in
two games was named to the all-tourn- ey
Sandy Martin stated. "Our shot percen-
tage is not where it needs to be yet."
The Ladies trailed by as much as ele-
ven points in the final minutes of the
game. A comeback attempt brought
them to within six. but two foul shots
in the last seconds left the home team
trailing by an eight point margin at the
close.
Ladies lag in second half,
drop two GLCA contests
By Ann Davies
The women's basketball season got
off to a fast start this past weekend. The
Ladies hosted the 1983 GLCA tourna-
ment and played three games in two
days.
On Friday morning the cagers were
embarrassed by Albion. 82-2- 9. Numer-
ous turnovers and a lacking offense spel-
led certain doom for Kenyon. The Alb-
ion squad went on to win the tourna-
ment.
That afternoon, the Ladies used their
J offense more effectively against Oberlin
and carried a seven point lead into the
5, lockerroom at halftime. Unfortunately
the Ladies tired in the second half and
Oberlin prevailed 62-5- 5. Co-capta- in
Robin Muller paced the team with 14
points.
Early Saturday morning, Kenyon fell
to Earlham College, 60-5- 2. Again, the
Ladies played an excellent first half and
were in the lead at intermission. Then
they came out cold in the second half
and watched their lead disappear. Coach
The Sweet Shoppe
' The best chocolates in town '
7 West Vine Street,
Mount Vernon
O :,'f
For overnight visits by
Parents and Friends
Call the
CURTIS MOTOR HOTEL
397-433- 4
on the public square in Mount Vernon
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schedule
team. Russell tops the squad with a 16.5
point scoring average, including a torrid
859r free throw percentage. Russell also
is at the head of the assist column, and
junior John Riazzi has been the top re-boun- der
with four a game.
Brown looked to his bench over the
weekend, and freshman Tom Sexton re-
ceived a starting role. Tom "is playing
pretty well," complimented his coach.
"He has a fine all-arou- nd floor game."
Also subbing heavily has been Fil Frec-ci- a.
Freccia is a junior, who "really plays
hard." according to Brown, but who
hasn't played basketball since his sopho-
more year of high school. Brown seems
to expect Freccia to develop into a solid
contributor.
Yesterday, Kenyon played its first
home game, versus John Carrol Univer-
sity, 2-- 0 so far this year, and last season
a participant in the NCAA's post season
tournament. The Lords travel to
Marietta on Saturday, and will play in
the Colonial City Classic in Mount Ver-
non on December 28th and 29th. Ken-
yon's next home date won't be until next
year, on January seventh, when they
begin their Ohio Athletic Conference
Slate against Ohio Wesleyan.
joining a miawesi ciuo nocKey league
which includes Bowling Green, Indiana
University, Denison, Toledo, Kentucky
and several others.
Their next game is tonight at 10:00
p.m. at Ohio State, against Denison.
They would appreciate a big crowd to
rally behind them as they make Kenyon
history by defeating Denison in the first
confrontation between the two teams.
This will be the last game before
Hockey skates to 7--4 win
Last Wednesday night, the Kenyon Ice Hockey team opened its season against
Findlay College. In a thrilling game, the Lords skated to a 7-- 4 come-bac- k victory
over the well-coache- d and more-practice- d Findlay team.
Many players were unable to make the trip due to work. Therefore, with only
eight skaters and one goalie, the Lords were prepared for an exhausting evening.
Dave Warner drew first blood midway through the first period and Findlay answered
with three quick goals. The first period ended with the Lords trailing 3-- 1.
Knowing they had to take control of the game quickly, Warner, Geoff DeStefano
and Gordon Campbell blazed down the ice, each tallying once to give the Lords
a fast second period lead. This period marked the turning point of the game as
Findlay was unable to wear down the Kenyon skaters, who dominated control of
the puck. John Pirie. in goal, gave the team tremendous confidence as he denied
almost every Findlay scoring threat with spectacular glove saves. However, with
one second remaining, Findlay slid the puck by Pirie, ending the second period 4-- 4.
The Lords came on to the ice flying in the third period. With an excellent team
play, DeStefano scored again and Taylor Briggs and Doug Hazel each blew the
puck by the Findlay tender putting the game out of reach for Findlay. The defense,
led by captain Bayard DeMallie, showed great determination and hustle as Al Kopp
and Drew Davison fended Findlay off. holding them scoreless throughout the third
period.
DeMallie commented after the game, "With so little practice and so few players,
I was concerned. But, John was outstanding in net and everyone gave 110. It
was a great effort and a satisfying win."
The Lords had only had one practice before the game due to the extremely high
costs of travelling and ice time, when available. As Warner said, "We are not
really supported by the school (the club was allotted $300 this year). That makes
it difficult for us to compete with other club teams, such as Denison's which
receives $10,000 a year from the school. They can afford to skate more and are
really prepared for games."
Kenyon's team is in the process of
ii
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WINTER VACATION
T lie
1984
ALL DORMITORIES AND APARTMENTS WILL BE CLOSED at
12:00 'noon on Friday. December 23. and will OPEN AFTER VACATION
at 10:00 a.m. on Saturday, January 14. Students may not return, without
permission, to the dormitories or apartments before January 14. Penalties
will be imposed upon those who attempt to occupy their rooms before January
14.
Special consideration will be given to students who have pressing academic
needs to return to campus early. These students may occupy a room in the
New Apartments, Bexley Apartments or Farr Hall on or after Wednesday.
January 1 I . beginning at 8:00 a.m.. providing that before leaving for vacation
but no later than Wednesday, December 14:
A written statement from at least one instructor that supports the academic
needs must be attached to a -
completed Vacation Housing Form, available at the Office for Student
Residences.
There will be a $2 per day charge for such housing, and students must make
their own arrangements for meals until the first College-serve- d meal on
Saturday, January 14, 1984.
STUDENTS WHO PLAN TO BE IN GAMBIER over the Holidays should
inform the Office for Student Residences.
STUDENTS WHO PLAN TO SPEND THE VACATION SOME-
WHERE OTHER THAN THEIR HOMES are requested to leave the
forwarding address in the Dean of Students office.
(,
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Big BrothersSisters help a little kid
from page 4
foreign or unattainable, but that it is
something that can become a part of their
futures.
Recently, seniors have been allowed
to become involved in the program.
Garner had originally thought this was
not a good idea because just as the re-
lationship was forming, the big brother
sister would have to leave. Now. due
to the long waiting list of kids, seniors
have been permitted (even encouraged)
to take a little brother or sister. They
are usually given an older child.
Garner cautioned that the big brother
sister was "not an entertainment center.
1983
We do not want them to buy their
friendship."
She stressed that the time spent with
the little brothersister should be quality
time. The big brothersister should al-
ways be available for the child to open
up to.
The biggest reservation that people,
especially students, have regarding this
program is the time commitment. Actu-
ally, the requirements are minimal. A
participant must make weekly phone
contact with the child and see himher
at least twice a month.
The application process for the volun-
teers is necessarily somewhat lengthy.
MERRY
The potential big brothersister has to
first fill out an application that includes
three references, who are then contacted
by the agency. A police check is also
run on the volunteer. If all goes well,
the applicant then goes through an orien-
tation, and later a personal interview.
The agency next decides whether the
application is accepted or rejected. If
accepted, children on the waiting list are
screened to find one with similar in-
terest. Both the child and the volunteer
have the right to reject the tentative
match.
At this time, about 45 children
(mostly boys) are on the waiting list.
The Chasers will sing Christmas songs tomorrow at 7:15 p.m. in Peirce
Lounge at their annual Christmas Concert. As usual, hot cider and
Christmas cookies will be served and the concert will be followed by an
informal carol-sin- g. The Chasers are, from left to right, Lolly Robinson,
Dave Beveridge, Anne Erskine, Laurie Low rance, Rolf Pendall, Nancy
Currey, Sarah Grundish, John Ransom, Sarah Stivers, Donata Re-chnit- er,
and Ed Wood.
Swimmers keep up the grand tradition
from puge 5
Steen also mentioned another of his
prized sophomores, Karel Starek, consi-
dered to be the most improved freshman
last year. "Last year Karel came in and
became a top flight swimmer. He had
the second fastest 200 back ever by a
freshman, topped only by Claremont's
Doug Jones (winner and record holder
of every race he's swam at nationals).
Kurd's picked up right w here he left off
last year," remarked Steen.
Two other sw immers who have stood
out according to the four-tim- e NCAA
Coach of The Year took the seldom
traveled path onto the team. Known as
walk-on- s. the term meaning not re-
cruited, junior Andy Hull and freshman
Peter Cope demonstrate two things
about Steen and the Kenvon swimming
program. One, it has good fortune and.
two. it can work wonders w ith potential.
Hull came in as a freshman more over-
looked than lacking the credentials.
Coming in with good times from high
school. Hull has blossomed and now
possesses the ability to finish among the
top six in the nation in all three indi-
vidual events. A bout with mononuc-
leosis ruined his sophomore season but
he has erased all doubt of any side af-
fects. Against BG Hull led off the 400
free relay with a split of 48.6 and the
Lords never trailed.
Cope did not come in with the usual
times but, as the Pepe meet proved, he
has the potential to develop and contrib-
ute to the Kenvon program. "He had an
outstanding meet." Kenvon Student As-
sistant Dave Gilford said as Steen nod-
ded in agreement. "Peter is erv excited
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about sw imming here and he's takins
advantage of his opportunities." said
Steen. Cope stunned the onlookers when
he swam a 5:01 in the 500 free, four
seconds off his best 500 and that's a
rarity at this lime of the season. Steen
summed up Cope by saying. "He's an
average sw immer developing at a rapid
rate."
Ahead for Kenvon is the Big Red of
Denison in w hat should be an interestins
and intense meet. Steen picked Denison
to finish third in the nation if they deve-
lop. "They have the personnel and are
certainly a Top Five club. This is the
high point of their season and that kevs
us up. It w ill be an exciting meet."
So the good ship Kenvon. with Steen
at the helm, sails along right on course
for 315 and the now annual date with
history.
